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Are you listening?
Your Oil is screaming.

Your Friendly Partner in:
1.

Oil Filtration with imported
special filtration Trolley
fitted with Laser Particle
Counter & as per
International standards like
NAS / ISO.
2. Oil Testing & Contamination
monitoring with Laser
Particle Counter.
3. System Flushing as per
International standards like
NAS / ISO.
4. High Pressure Testing of
Pipes and Tubes.
5. Accumulator Charging and
Spares of Accumulators.
6. Supply of all Kinds of
Lubricants( Oil & Grease) for
all kinds of applications.
7. Single source of all kinds of
Hydraulic components like
Filters, Filter Elements,
Breathers, Gauges,
Accumulators, Pumps,
Valves, Seals, etc.
8. Custom designing & of
Power Packs.
9. Draftsman Services for all
kinds of Engineering
Drawings on CAD.
10. Consultation & Trouble
Shooting of Hydraulic &
Lubrication Problems.

Oxidized Oil ?

Is it Oil Tank or Oil Torchure chamber?
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List of few Important Customers:
1.

L&T ( Defense & Aero Space
Projects).
2. Reliance Industries.
3. Indian Navy.
4. Premium Drilling ( USA )- Off
Shore Platform.
5. McDermott ( Dubai ) – Off
Shore Platform.
6. NOVA ( Singapore ) – Off Shore
Platform.
7. Godrej Boyce & Co. Ltd. – Aero
Space Projects.
8. Hyderabad Industries.
9. Hindustan Copper.
10. Geeta Engineering – Defense
Projects.
11. Yeoman Marine Services.
12. Time Technoplast.
13. Elley Electricals.
14. BARC.
15. Many Plastic Item
Manufacturers (Injection &
Blow Molding Machines).
Over All more than 200 satisfied
and repeat Customers.

Have you ever observed, I repeat – OBSERVED, your Hydraulic System?
Particularly your Oil tank ? If not. Go once to your machine and OBSERVE
it. Observe it carefully from all sides. It is THE HEART of your Hydraulic
system.
OIL – The Work Horse of your hydraulic system is stored there inside the
Oil Tank. You will never be able to see inside it when machine is running.
But better you know what happens inside the oil tank when machine is
running.
In fact reservoir or Oil tank is an oil torchure chamber. Oil is flogged by all
means inside the tank. Many a times it is screaming but you never listen to
it and go on flogging it mercilessly. And one day your work horse become
sick or dies all together. Not only it, but along with it, majority of main
components like pump and valves are also giving in. No one can say which
one will die first, Oil or Pump or Valve.
Root cause of the whole Hydraulic System failure is that no one listens to
this work horse screaming. Remember Oil is the Main Power behind the
Power of your machine. It is like a blood for living organism. Oil will tell
you everything about it. It will also let you know the status / condition of
the whole Hydraulic system, so do not ignore it till it dies.
Listen to it and you will be able to save your hard earned money. Your Oil
is not just transmitting the power and working for you but it is generating
the Profit for you TIRELESSLY. Keep it healthy and you will go on minting
the money. Pamper your Oil and it will return multiple times what you
spend on it. You will get amazing & instant response from it.

But alas!!! Who listens to it screaming? What is it screaming for?

It says:
1. DO NOT ALLOW UNQUALIFIED AND INEXPERIENCED PERSON TO MANAGE THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OR OIL.
CHANCES ARE THAT THEY MAY DAMAGE THE SYSTEM OR CHANCES OF GETTING EXPENSIVE COMPONENTS
LIKE OIL ITSELF, PUMP & VALVE, DAMAGED ARE INCREASED MANIFOLD.
2. Use the reliable quality of Oil. Use genuine branded oil only & from seal pack containers only. Avoid duplicate
cheap oil. In a long run it is much more expansive then the original good quality Oil. Duplicate oil will not have
the required level of additives though it will look like clean oil.
3. Please keep Oil tank painted from Inside. Epoxy Painting will be the best. If you are buying the new system,
ask manufacturer to paint it with Epoxy Paint only. It may be little costlier than normal Red oxide Coat but in a
long run it will compensate the cost.

Epoxy Painted Oil Tank.

Red oxide coating of the Tank.

4. Cost of stopping the contamination before entering in to the system is cheaper than removing it. Get the new
Oil also filtered at the time of filling the tank.
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5. Do not Change the entire quantity of oil without getting it tested. It is too expensive to change & you may be
able to use the oil after proper filtration. Consult an Oil Expert.
6. While changing the entire quantity of oil, clean the oil tank thoroughly from inside. Remove all sticky sludge,
silt and particles with the help of diesel / kerosene and wipe it clean and dry before filling it.

Dirty Oil Tanks

Cleaned Oil Tank

1. Remember, Oil filtration exercise must be the last exercise. Complete all Hydraulic Maintenance work before
Oil filtration and no more Hydraulic Maintenance work should be carried out after Oil filtration and sealing the
Oil tank.
2. Get the Oil Filtered up to required Oil cleanliness level as per international standards like NAS / ISO by an
expert and know oil cleanliness level before and after filtration. This is possible only with Particle Count and
not by Patch Test.

Patch Test.

Laser Particle Counter and Actual Particle Count Reports.

3. After filling the Oil tank, seal it and do not allow oil or wet parts to get exposed to the environment.
4. Get oil filtered at least once in a year.
5. Insist tank fabricator to NOT to keep top covers flushed with the tank top plate. Flushed covers are another
source of water & dirt to enter the oil tank inspite of gasket / rubber seal. A slightly raised ( 5 to 10 mm ) welded
seat on the top plate for the cover will prevent water and dust to enter in the oil tank directly.
6. Suction strainer cleaning is not required if your oil is clean. As such you need not require cleaning it at all. So
avoid taking it out for cleaning. Suction strainers are not the system filters. They are used to prevent large
particles like lint, plastic granules, metal chips, sometimes nuts and bolts etc. to go to the pump. Though it is not
advisable, in case if you cannot avoid it, before dipping the hands in oil, wash it thoroughly with soap. Wash
the strainer with diesel / kerosene and dry air pressure and refit it after washing your hands once again.
7. Regularly clean the breather fitted on the Top of the Oil tank. It filters the Air entering into the tank. Use
desiccant type breather if you are located at a place where air is too much moist. It filters the air as well as
removes moisture from the air from entering into the tank. Manufacturer normally uses normal Breather
which is cheaper and do not remove moisture.

Regular Breathers.

Desiccant Breather.

Uncleaned and carelessly
left open breather.

8. Seal all Tank openings. Most of the time Oil tank fabricators leave big holes for inserting the pipes and annular
opening is left unsealed. This is THE main & direct passage for contamination to enter the Oil tank.
9. Regularly measure water inlet and out let temperature of the cooler. A normal temperature difference should
be minimum 50 centigrade. If temperature difference is low, clean the water cooler tubes. Avoid cleaning these
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water tubes which are made of copper, by Rod. Get it cleaned from professionals by chemical treatment. Rod
may damage the soft copper tube and even if hair line crack is developed, water will start mixing with oil.
10. Dirty Oil level indicator glass will tell you so many things about the condition of oil. So keep a watch on it
regularly.
11. Check the Oil level through Oil level indicator regularly and maintain the oil level within the prescribed limit
by topping off with filtered oil. Low level will result into heating and high oil temperature leads to faster
deterioration of the oil.

Oil is extremely dirty.

Oil is Clean & sufficient.

Oil level is very Low.

12. Check the clogging indicators of the Main System Filters.
If filter element is chocked, it will indicate by any form of signal, either visual,
electrical on your PLC, or hooter. In case apparently your oil looks to be dirty or
you have not changed the filter element for a long time and filter indicator is not
giving you the signal, chances are that by pass valve fitted inside the head of the
filter is opened or filter elements in side is broken and dirty oil is circulating into
your system without you noticing it. Get the help of an expert if you are not able
to identify the filter element fitted inside the Filter. Replace it with the original
one only or the equivalent of the same reputed make.
Clogging Indicator
13. If Temperature and Pressure indicators are fitted in the Hydraulic circuit, check it regularly. Replace the faulty
one immediately. In normal circumstances, Oil temperature should be around 500 Centigrade only. Above 600
Centigrade is a serious matter and consult the expert immediately.
14. If you find any external leakage, consult the Expert and replace the necessary seals. The system must work
without any external leakage. There should not be a leakage of single drop of the Oil from anywhere.
15. Never ever pour the leaked oil back into the tank even if it is a large quantity, may be due to rapture of the
hose. Store it in a separate clean drum preferably plastic drum after cleaning it thoroughly from inside. Avoid
using old metallic drum. Chances are that it may be rusted and will make your relatively clean oil more dirty.
16. Before reusing such leaked oil get it filtered professionally from the expert.
These are few of the important & critical Points for which your Oil is screaming. Listen to it & take care of it.

You smile with your Oil  !!
(Most of the Photographs are taken personally while working on Oil Filtration.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Author - Mr. V.S.Dave
Proprietor – Hymat Services.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Help us to spread the word for TIPS & TABS. Forward this mail to all your friends and colleagues having same interest as
yours. They will be delighted to receive this mail forwarded by you. Go ahead and send it to all of them. If you are not
interested in receiving this news letter please write “ UNSCUSCRIBE” in subject line and send us a blank mail on
hymatservices@yahoo.co.in

Call us for any of your Oil or Hydraulic
Problems. We are available
24X7 on
09824414802
or mail us details of your problem on
hymatservices@yahoo.co.in
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